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Stencil Art Klutz
Simplified Chinese edition of Dog Man Unleashed: From
the Creator of Captain Underpants (Dog Man #2)
??????????????,??????????????????????,?????76?????
???????????????????????,???????,??????????????????
??
Ce livre d'activités comprend 8 tampons encreurs
colorés et 8 crayons-éponge. Trois pages de pochoirs en
plastique avec des formes qui plairont aux enfants (allant
de coccinelles à des extra-terrestres) sont incluses ainsi
qu'une page de formes abstraites qui peuvent être
combinées pour créer toutes sortes de dessins. De
nombreuses images sont fournies à titre d'inspiration. Le
livre comprend aussi des espaces blancs que les enfants
pourront remplir à leur gré avec les pochoirs. L'art du
pochoir comes with an eight-colour pigment ink pad and
eight foam-tip dabbers. To give the colour form, there are
three bound in plastic pages of stencils in kid-selected
designs (everything from ladybugs to aliens), plus a
bonus stencil page of abstract shapes you can put
together to make anything you want. Super-clear
instructions and friendly hints make it easy to master all
kinds of impressive-looking techniques, like masking,
layering colours, reverse stenciling and more. Also
provided is plenty of inspirational artwork and, best of all,
space for kids to stencil right in the book. Original title:
Stencil Art
Simplified Chinese edition of Dog Man: From the Creator
of Captain Underpants (Dog Man #1)
Put the brush in your hand. Stick it in the water, then
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smush it around in one of the colors. Now take a deep
breath and plop it down on the page . . . You’re an artist.
Yes, really! Young or old, there is an artist in each of us.
If yours is hiding (perhaps behind a shred of selfconsciousness?), just remember: Art is personal
expression. You have your talent. Nobody else has
anything like it! If you are ready to discover (or rediscover) your genius, Paint This Book! is here to help.
The paints, the brush, and the watercolor paper are all
included—plus irresistible encouragement and exercises
from authors John Cassidy and Thacher Hurd: Work
small: Quick, spontaneous strokes will happen more
naturally. Trust your instincts: Watercolor can turn to
mush with a lot of revision. You’re better than you think
you are! Choose your techniques: You’ll learn about
light and shadow (page 43), perspective (page 51), and
more. But it’s up to you whether to use these skills
often, or never! Either way, there are many artists who
do the same. Don’t forget: Sometimes a shimmer of
color on the page can look even fruitier than a realbowl
of fruit. Between these covers, there are no mistakes.
Just add imagination (and water)!
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An ink kit with instructions for painting in that medium.
Stencil Art is a perfect example of the famous Klutz
creative book with artistic handrails. It guides you from
blank page anxiety to 'look what I made' satisfaction.
Included are an eight color pigment-ink pad and eight
foam-tipped dabbers. Four bound in plastic pages of
stencils, super clear instructions and handy hints help
make master impressive looking techniques right in the
book.
Simplified Chinese edition of Because of the Rabbit
In this funny and lighthearted picture book, a fussy
eraser tries to keep the pages clean by erasing the
scribbles of a mischievous pencil. But before long, the
eraser discovers what can happen when two opposing
forces come together to have fun. Full color.
Authors Sharon Snow and Yvonne Reed present fashion
as a way to offer a fun and interesting program for teens
in the library—and not just for girls. Today's fashion-savvy
teenaged guys are just as likely to be eager participants.
Brilliant colours. Fool-proof shapes. Total art satisfaction.
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This new edition of Stencil Art comes in easy-to-shelve,
simple-to-stack, a-snap-to-wrap format, complete with an
eight-colour pigment-ink pad and eight beautifully colourcoordinated foam-tipped dabbers. Step-by-step
instructions make it easy to create detailed scenes,
funny faces, custom wrapping paper, magic mandalas
and much, much more. The sky's not even the limit!
Disney's new original story. Be bold and careful, and
bravely step out of your comfort zone! Three
characteristics to improve reading literacy: Long text
reading, Understanding interpretation, Adaptive learning.
Believe in yourself, good things will happen! Ariel is
curious and loves adventure. She always likes to learn
and play behind her sister. One day, when everyone
went to the Big Reef to play a surfing game, they
unexpectedly encountered a huge wave and got lost.
Faced with emergencies one after another, Ariel came
up with many bold and witty ideas. Is there any way to
find a way home in the end?
Simplified Chinese edition of What We'll Build: Plans For
Our Together Future
Stencil Art
Watercolour made easy...and dreamy! Paint 20 delightful
watercolour designs, including cute woodland animal
friends, magical mermaids, tropical birds, inspirational
quotes, sweet treats, and more! Learn how to use
watercolours in the basic skills section up front, and then
advance your skills as you learn different types of
brushwork, blend colours, and create amazing special
effects with paint on high quality watercolour paper.
Comes with: 18 pages of watercolour designs, 7 colours
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of watercolour paint, watercolour brush, palette mixing
tray
"Don't be another fish in the sea, be a mermaid." Color and
decorate 11 quote art prints any way you please with this
customizable collection of inspirational phrases. Each board
has a special sticker surface so you can add sparkle with
glittery foil. Go wild coloring the quote-worthy sayings or
create your own motivational mottos with 4 fill-in-the-blank
boards and 2 included stencils. Either way, you're guaranteed
to say a little something in a big way. Comes with: 10-page
book, 7 full-size art boards, 4 locker-size art boards, 2 colored
pencils, 2 sheets of stencils, Foil sheets in 5 colors, Foiling
tool
There's a great sense of pride in carrying a colorful,
distinctive tote bag or hanging a one-of-a-kind print in your
living room. Using paints, homemade stencils, and some
other simple materials, readers will be able to make funky
decorations, clothes, and even wrapping paper. Photographs
accompany each step of the crafts so readers can easily
follow along. Some crafts require a bit of help from an adult,
but most are simple, fun ways for readers to use their
creativity to make unique pieces all their own.
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